Wordscapes level 3818 answers
Wordscapes level 3818 in the Stone Group and Tower Pack contains 20 words
and the letters ABNRWY making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 24 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 44,435 words and 184,126 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
BAN, BAY, NAB, RAN, RAW, RAY, WAR, WAY, WRY, NAW, BARN, BRAN, WARN, WARY, YARN,
AWRY, YAWN, NARY, BRAWN, BRAWNY.
The extra or bonus words are:
RNA, WANY, WYN, RYA, WAN, YAW, ANY, BAWN, AWN, AWNY, BRA, NAY, ABY, ARB, BAR,
WAB, BAWR, ARY, BRAY, BRAW, YAR, RAWN, BARNY, WARB.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 3818
BAN - To summon; call out.
BAY - A berry.
NAB - To seize, arrest or take into custody a criminal or fugitive.
RAN - Simple past of run.
RAW - Of weather: unpleasantly damp or cold.
RAY - A beam of light or radiation.
WAR - Organized, large-scale, armed conflict between countries or between national, e
thnic, or other sizeable groups, usually involving the engagement of military forces.

WAY - A road, a direction, a (physical or conceptual) path from one place to another.

WRY - To cover; clothe; cover up; cloak; hide.
NAW - Eye dialect spelling of no.
BARN - A building, often found on a farm, used for storage or keeping animals such as
cattle.
BRAN - The broken coat of the seed of wheat, rye, or other cereal grain, separated fr
om the flour or meal by sifting or bolting; the coarse, chaffy part of ground grain.

WARN - To give warning.
WARY - Cautious of danger; carefully watching and guarding against deception, artific
es, and dangers; timorously or suspiciously prudent; circumspect; scrupulous; careful
.
YARN - A twisted strand of fiber used for knitting or weaving.
AWRY - Obliquely, crookedly; askew.

Word definitions - wordscapes level 3818
e is tired and sometimes accompanied by pandiculation.
NARY - Not one.
BRAWN - Strong muscles or lean flesh, especially of the arm, leg or thumb.
BRAWNY - Characterized by brawn; muscular; strong.

